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BRUSSELS: Trade Union members march through the streets during an anti-austerity demonstration in Brussels yesterday. Tens of thousands of Belgian protesters took to the streets of Brussels to rally against austerity measures
introduced by the government of Prime Minister Charles Michel, police and trade unions said. Brussels police said 81,000 demonstrators turned out while the main union organising the protest put the number at 100,000, making it
one of the biggest rallies of its kind in Belgium in recent years. — AFP

WASHINGTON:  Labor unions are warning Vice President
Joe Biden that his support for a major trade pact with
Asia could make it difficult for them to support him if he
runs for president.

A longtime favorite of unions, Biden has been skepti-
cal of previous sweeping free trade deals, warning of risks
to US jobs. Yet he’s firmly supporting the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, putting him at odds with most Democratic
presidential candidates and jeopardizing his support
from unions if he enters the race.

Biden planned to speak Wednesday to union officials
and organizers, many of whom are mounting an aggres-
sive campaign to block the pact, known as TPP. The White
House workers summit will offer the first glimpse at how
Biden will sell the deal to skeptics as Congress considers
its approval.

“It’s an unfortunate side-effect of this trade policy
because Joe Biden is beloved in the labor community,”
said Chuck Rocha, a longtime labor organizer and
Democratic consultant. “But they’re really drawing a line
in the sand on the issue - more than they ever have in the
history of the movement.”

The vice president “supports the TPP agreement and
will help pass it on the Hill,” his office said. Biden, who is
considering running for president, would be the only
major Democratic candidate backing TPP. Hillary Rodham
Clinton has said she’s still studying the final deal, but said
earlier this year she probably wouldn’t have voted to
grant President Barack Obama so-called “fast track” nego-
tiating authority that makes it easier to gain congression-
al approval. Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and former
Maryland Gov. Martin O’Malley are staunchly opposed.

Biden has defended the deal publicly, and lobbied
Democratic lawmakers last year to give Obama fast-track
authority. He also worked to seal the deal abroad, calling
for its completion during conversations with Japanese
and Canadian leaders.

“This is a game changer,” Biden said earlier this year in
Mexico, describing TPP as a “comprehensive, high-stan-
dard trade agreement” that would raise the bar for 21st
century trade. Clinton and other Democrats are aggres-
sively seeking union endorsements in the primary. 

Galen Munroe, a Teamsters spokesman, said opposi-
tion to TPP would be an important consideration.  AFL-
CIO labor federation strategic adviser Eric Hauser said
defeating TPP is a key part of the higher-wages agenda
his group will use to evaluate all candidates.

Designed to spur trade between Asia and the Western

Hemisphere, TPP would alleviate more than 18,000 tariffs
on US exports, Obama has said. After a review period,
Congress will eventually hold an up-or-down vote on
whether to ratify the deal.

As a senator, Biden voted for the North America Free
Trade Agreement with Canada and Mexico, which labor
groups detest, but later called for its renegotiation.
During the George W. Bush administration, he opposed
trade agreements with Central America, Singapore, Chile
and Oman.

As vice president, Biden has won plaudits from unions
for championing middle-class issues like higher wages.
Union workers shouted “Run, Joe, run,” as he marched in a
Labor Day parade last month with AFL-CIO president
Richard Trumka, who also met privately with Biden as he
weighs a 2016 campaign. — AP
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LIMA: Kick-starting the sluggish global economy
and funding the climate-change fight top the
agenda this week as finance ministers and cen-
tral bank chiefs from around the world gather in
Peru. Setting the stage for the annual meetings
of the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank, the IMF cut its 2015 growth forecast
for the world economy Tuesday to 3.1 percent,
predicting the worst year since the global reces-
sion of 2009.

The downward revision will provide a gloomy
backdrop as economic policymakers from 188
countries meet in the Peruvian capital Lima from
Friday to Sunday.

“The holy grail of robust and synchronized
global expansion remains elusive,” said the IMF’s
new chief economist, Maurice Obstfeld, warning
that China’s slowdown and the resulting slide in
commodity prices was weighing down the
world economy.

There is “reason to be concerned,” IMF man-
aging director Christine Lagarde warned in the
run-up to the meeting. After decades of break-
neck expansion, the world’s second-largest
economy is set to slow to 6.3-percent growth
next year, its lowest rate in 25 years, the IMF pre-
dicted.

And that is taking a heavy toll on other
emerging markets, which had grown to depend
on China’s voracious appetite for their fuel, met-
als, minerals and other commodities.

The emerging markets, which drove global

growth during the crisis of 2008-2009, are also
hurting because their capital inflows are drying
up as a recovering United States prepares to
tighten monetary policy. The gloomy outlook
tempers the good news last weekend from the
World Bank, which reported that extreme pover-
ty will fall this year to less than 10 percent of the
global population for the first time.

Climate, taxes, Sean Penn 
The economic pain is particularly acute in

Latin America, which had not hosted the IMF
annual meeting since the 1967 edition in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.

The IMF forecast a recession of 0.3 percent in
Latin America this year, and regional power-
house Brazil is facing a contraction of three per-
cent.

The fifth annual slowdown for the once-
mighty emerging markets and the commodities
plunge underpinning it will be key agenda
points as finance ministers from the leading
industrialized and emerging economies gather
today for a G20 meeting, before issuing a state-
ment tomorrow. An entire neighborhood of
Lima has been closed off with military check-
points for the occasion, leaving the streets
bizarrely empty in the normally traffic-jammed
city and creating headaches for commuters.

The cordon will keep any protesters well
away from the movers and shakers who drive
the global economy. But the latter will still get a

chance to see the poverty and inequality that
trouble Peru and Latin America: The windows of
the National Museum, the massive concrete
building hosting the meeting, afford a view of
one of the slums that surround Lima.

The scene is emblematic of international
charity Oxfam’s recent finding that the richest
one percent of the population in Latin America
owns 41 percent of the region’s wealth.

Indeed, inequality is a hot topic in the long
list of events and panels scheduled around the
meeting, which will get a celebrity boost when
actor Sean Penn jets in to discuss his humanitari-
an work.

But concrete progress is more likely to come
on another major issue: the fight against climate
change. With two months to go to key UN cli-
mate talks in Paris,  the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) is due to publish a report Wednesday on
progress toward reaching the global funding tar-
get of $100 billion a year to fight the impacts of
global warming.

Another talking point will be the OECD’s new
plan to crack down on tax avoidance worldwide,
after it declared Monday that “playtime is over”
for multinational corporations that stiff countries
on more than $100 billion a year.

The G20 finance ministers must give the plan
the green light in Lima and pass it on to their
bosses for final approval, expected in November
at a G20 summit in Turkey. — AFP
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LIMA: International Monetary Fund Financial Counselor and Director of Monetary
and Capital Markets Jose Vinals speaks to journalists after the Global Financial
Stability Report press conference at the 2015 IMF/World Bank annual meetings yes-
terday in Lima, Peru.  — AFP 


